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A new series of sign-by-sign guides from contemporary astrologers.Astrology is a vital tool for
understanding our place in the world and the universal forces that move us. A cosmic calling
rather than a fated destiny, our astrological sign is a key to uncovering our mission here on earth.
Learn about how your sign grows from child to adult, fits in at school and at work, and functions
best as a friend, lover, parent, and more. In these practical and empowering guides to the zodiac
signs, contemporary astrologers teach you to use this dynamic language to better understand
yourself and the people around you. 
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AUTHORINTRODUCTIONI read stereotypes of Cancer and instantaneously feel like we have all
forgotten about the strength of Cancer. And why not? They cry readily, except when they don’t,
and they’re easily agreeable, except when they’re not. They’re soft and tender, except when
they’re hard and fierce. They never seem to make up their minds and go to and fro like crabs on
a beach—except when they do, and sparks light up because they’re angry at you.You may have
memories of Cancers: There’s the girl who once suddenly screamed in class as blood ran down
her arm before another student took her to the nurse’s office. There’s my friend who forever talks
of pining for his homeland, a place where he did not grow up, stocked with relatives he does not
know. He mails me postcards decorated with pictures of homemade bread, with messages such
as “You broke the ocean in half only to meet nothing that wants you—Immigrant” scrawled on the
back. There’s the person in your friend circle who knows just about every other queer person
under the sun and around whom everyone flocks without even realizing it, like dust to gum on
the sidewalk; they’re attracted to them not because they have so much clout, but simply due to
the sense of ease they give to those in their vicinity. There’s the activist who undertook the
impossible feat of organizing a group of sarcastic twentysomethings for a cause, who let the
masculine-presenting people in the room take the spotlight in meetings because they spoke
louder but who was the person everyone knew held the entire event together in the unglamorous
late-night and early morning hours.And being an immigrant and being a Cancer? Being
diasporic and being a Cancer? Having no homeland and being a Cancer? That’s like having a
perpetual case of homesickness that you forget about until it hits you with another case of
nausea and misplaced nostalgia.The signs are defined relatively. Language is in its location, and
astrology, like real estate and climate change, is a language of location, location, location.
Cancer sits on the zodiac wheel across from Capricorn, at odds with its cardinal sisters, Aries
and Libra. The Cancer-Capricorn axis is this: nationhood defines the familial unit and vice versa.
Our microscopic senses of belonging that we associate with every whiff of cooking from the
homeland can be rebranded as a sentiment of nationalism. Cultural activities center around
food. There is nothing more American than apple pie. Barbecue sauce calls to mind hot



summers on the Fourth of July, and Chinese propaganda outlets want you, lost child, to go home
and eat dumplings with your family and keep the nation together. Food and patriotism give us a
sense of belonging. This is the sticky axis of the zodiac, where drama, regulation, and blood ties
come together to take us hostage. The Cancer-Capricorn axis isn’t just about fitting in socially
like the Leo-Aquarius axis, which tries to connect your sense of individualism to the group.
Cancer-Capricorn is about blood, heritage, and loss. The Cancer-Capricorn axis is your
inheritance. It’s in your biology, or your nation, and you have no choice in the matter.All water
signs have to do with death, after all. Pisces, symbolic of your own death, is anticipated but
never experienced. Scorpio—representing those who die within your lifetime—is felt, and deeply.
Cancer, the sign of those ancestors who have already died and survived in order to make the
event of your birth possible, is only remembered and memorialized.I think that we call Cancers
the crybabies of the zodiac because we often have a romanticized view of the family, and
especially of Mom. We want to see our families embodying that special place where we are
protected from the reality of the world. We want to see Mom as that special someone who never
judges us and defaults to understanding. We want to find our heart at home. We want to see
home as soft, and so we choose to see Cancers as soft.But home is often unyielding. Home
often has mothers who don’t speak the same language as you, mothers who starved through
their childhoods and will beat you and drag you by the hair before they see you doing the same.
Home has uncles who become monsters in the night. Home has siblings who want to eat or beat
you, and home often doesn’t protect you from reality because it is already reality. Home is often
a hard lesson. It is a place that carries the trauma of having survived and the remembrance of
death.I won’t say that Cancer is more hard than soft. That polarity is a game of gendered terms,
and privileging one over the other doesn’t do anything. Astrology itself is not a game of
personality traits adapted to the modern age. Astrology is a set of archetypes adapted from
certain ecological patterns and mapped for your reimagining, and Cancer is the archetype of the
home. In the twenty-first century, home is often an imagined place more than a lived experience.
“Nostalgia, once regarded as a symptom of extreme homesickness, has become a key term to
describe the modern and postmodern cultural conditions. . . . Nostalgia is no longer what it was
under modernism—the empiricist representation of a historical past; in the postmodern age, it
has become the appropriation of ‘the past’ through stylistic connotation, conveying ‘pastness’ by
the glossy qualities of the image. Mass advertising thus often represents ‘imagined nostalgia’ by
which people are driven to yearn for a mediated world they have never lost,” writes Koichi
Iwabuchi in his book Recentering Globalization. It is a place that exists in images of home
cooking in ads and in rom-coms about the modern family. More than that, it’s a nostalgic place
even when we have never experienced the place the nostalgia refers to in the first place. I have
often watched images of 1950s families on television and felt nostalgic, even as a first-
generation Chinese person living in the 2000s, for an America that I’ve never experienced and
that would have kept me out. Home is a social construct. It is a racial place and a gendered
place. It produces a longing, and it is this longing that is exactly the stuff Cancer is made of.In



this book, we will talk about how the archetype of Cancer influences a variety of social roles—
roles such as child, parent, worker, lover, and country. We will talk about how the longing for
homeland, the nostalgia for history, and the inheritance of memory have affected these social
roles in the twenty-first century. We will talk about Cancer as an archetype and define an
archetype as that which produces meaning and a frame that encompasses an infinite number of
symbols. Some symbols for the archetype of Cancer follow.bedbelongingbirthcollectioncomfortc
onsumptiondomesticityfamilyfemininityhomehomelandhomesicknesshome
cookingkinshipluminancethe massesmatriarchymenstrual
cyclemilkmomnostalgiaoceanprimordial soupthe proletariatreproductionsaltsecurity/
insecuritysoupsourcetideswombTo give you a little technical knowledge about Cancer, it is the
sign on the summer solstice in the northern hemisphere, which is where the western zodiac
originates. This is the warm and sticky time of the year, and warmness and stickiness are things
that we attach to Cancer. It can be hard to breathe during the heat, the same way it can be
claustrophobic to breathe in a tight-knit family.The animal symbol of Cancer is the crab, which is
the collector of shells on a beach. Like its opposite, Capricorn the seagoat, Cancer is between
the land and the water. It is soft and yummy on the inside, but it wears a hard shell. Its claws
know how to close around the object of its desire but almost never open voluntarily. Like Mom, it
has you and it never lets go.Cancer is the cardinal water sign. Cardinal signs begin seasons and
are represented by the thirty days after a solstice or equinox. Cardinal signs often have tunnel
vision about whatever it is they want, and Cancer can be singular in its vision. Water, the
primordial substance, dissolves the weight of history. Water holds our genetic memory
together.Our moon rules Cancer. The moon is responsible for the powerful waves that crash
around you when you get to the ocean. It’s responsible for cycles of warming and cooling. The
moon changes its shape every day and makes a cycle every twenty-eight-and-a-half days. It is a
luminary, borrowing light from the sun and making brightness luminescent instead of direct.
When it is new, it follows the sun and rises during the day. When it is tilted to be full, it has its own
reign at night. The moon is a satellite of Earth and often a symbol of our final frontier. In popular
sci-fi novels, we often imagine the moon as a site of colonization, a place to grow when Earth
has been consumed (with Mars as a source of invasion). Thus, Cancer, the swallower, has to do
with cultural colonization, consumption, and consumerism.In Hellenistic astrology, the moon is
associated with fortune. Fortune, in those days, was a bit different than how we think of it now. As
opposed to spirit, fortune in Hellenistic times governed the physical body in all its yearnings and
satisfactions. The body is the changeable thing.The full moon that happens during Cancer
season, the thirty days of each year when the sun is in Cancer, is always in Capricorn. Cancer’s
qualities are reflected by Capricorn, qualities such as what security may mean and what one’s
place in the world is. We glimpse Cancer in the myth of Saturn, who stands for Capricorn, when
he swallows his children.In the Thema Mundi, which is a theoretical chart that was used as an
educational tool to learn astrological concepts that symbolized the beginning of the world,
Cancer is on the rising sign. The birth of the universe has a Cancerian face. Thus, Cancer is



connected to the beginning of all things.The Harry Potter character with a Cancer Sun is Dudley
Dursley. Dudley, in the narrative of Harry Potter, represents the child who overcomes the
prejudice of the parents. In the beginning of the story, he is clearly insecure and defined only by
the values of his family. By the end of the books, he gives Harry a small and heartwarming
symbol of nurturing in the form of a teacup left outside his door, despite said insecurity. In this,
we learn that Cancer’s movements are not flamboyant. They are small yet packed with meaning.
We learn that Cancers become strong when they choose to define the family, rather than
perpetuate its cycles of trauma.We will use these technical pieces of information to talk about
Cancer through various social roles. More than that, we will read Cancer through a politics of the
home. The home, the domestic sphere, is often that place where labor is taken for granted and
boundaries are never enforced. It is often a place of tribal identity that replicates gendered
norms. When we talk about parent, about child, about worker, and about country, we won’t talk
about shoulds or about things that you’re supposed to be. We’ll ask questions about how things
have worked and should work, wondering like true Cancers about just what kind of memories
this forever nostalgia and our ever-increasing desire for authenticity create.CANCERas a
ChildChildren with their sun in Cancer are conceived during “cuffing season,” the winter months
when partners often “lock down” their relationships in order to have reliable companionship.
Cancer-influenced babies, whether Cancer shows up in the sun, moon, rising, or another part of
their natal charts, look for security. Some find it in family, others in friendships, and still others in
routine. Parents may find it hard to get away from these babies. They want to be next to you,
following you around from room to room like cats. They don’t like to try new things until they’ve
actually tried them. They don’t like to leave the house until they do. Then it’s hard to pull them
away from what they’re doing and talk them into getting on the bus again to come home. Cancer
is attachment.Once, over Malaysian food, I had a friend tell me, almost as if she were confiding a
stolen secret, “I don’t have boundaries because I am Chinese.” But not all of us who have poor
boundaries can say that it is because we are Chinese. We say that we don’t have boundaries
because we are Spanish, because we are only children, because we are first-generation
immigrants, or because we grew up without fathers. We all have reasons we refer to when
apologetically explaining why our boundaries are so poor. Often, these reasons are a nod to the
patterns of homeland. The implication is always this: that boundaries are a profoundly Western
experience and rooted in individualism. The key points are that boundaries are learned, not
inherited, and we must force them into our biological ties for the good of all.
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ADA, “Good book. very insightful”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 34 people have provided feedback.
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